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Abstract. The ﬁdelity of an advection-dominant numerical solution is signiﬁcantly affected by the order of
approximation applied for the given scalar. Numerical schemes that apply this approximation are generally
prone to dissipative and dispersive errors while capturing sharp discontinuities in the scalar values. Hence, the
present study introduces the Fromm-scheme-based blending formulation for two blended schemes that
demonstrate the accuracy and monotonicity while capturing the discontinuity in the numerical solution. The
present study demonstrates the spectral analysis for the stability and accuracy of these blended schemes. The
proposed blended schemes are applied to the pure advection problems and are compared to their constituent
higher-order schemes and other blended schemes. Furthermore, these schemes are also applied over the lid
driven cavity and one-dimensional dam break problems to estimate their performance over an unknown velocity
ﬁeld.
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1. Introduction
An accuracy of a numerical solution and its credence signiﬁcantly relies upon the discretization of equations governing the ﬂuid ﬂow. Advection term associated with these
equations has been in prime focus due to its non-linearity,
and needs careful numerical treatment to avoid inaccurate
solutions. The discretization of advection term in ﬁnite
volume framework needs the evaluation of a scalar / at the
cell faces (/f ). Thus, the ﬁdelity of a solution depends on
the accuracy and monotonicity of the approximation made
for /f .
The approximations made by the lower-order advection
schemes (ﬁrst-order upwind—FOU) result in smearing of
the discontinuity (sharp jump in magnitude of a scalar) to
be captured [1]. This smearing is mainly due to the onedimensional reconstruction of the ﬂuxes at cell faces.
Moreover, this smearing or numerical diffusion can also
allow such schemes to be monotonous or non-oscillatory.
On the other hand, any linear scheme whose order of
accuracy exceeds the ﬁrst-order accurate solution will
exhibit dispersion errors (oscillations) around the discontinuity [2]. These erroneous oscillations in the vicinity of a
discontinuity cause the solution to differ from the actual
[3, 4]. Thus, it is vital for any numerical advection
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scheme to possess monotonicity and accuracy in
conjunction.
The issue of unphysical oscillations in the solution produced by higher-order schemes can be resolved using the
blending technique and by satisfying the convective
boundedness criterion (CBC) of the solution. The study for
the blended schemes was initiated by Spalding [5], where
he introduced the hybrid difference scheme that blends
ﬁrst-order upwind (FOU) and central difference (CD)
schemes. Such blending was performed to combine the
advantages of both schemes. Similarly, Boris and Book [6]
used the adaptive blending to combine FOU and Lax–
Wendroff schemes to capture steep gradients and shocks.
The third-order Quadratic Upwind Interpolation for Convective Kinetics (QUICK) scheme was stabilized by Peric
[7] using second-order upwind (SOU) scheme through a
local blending factor. Another attempt to remove the spurious oscillations from the solution of QUICK scheme was
made by Zhu and Leschziner [8], where they blended FOU
scheme with it. Moreover, Cacace et al [9] blended the
Eulerian schemes with the particle-based Lagrangian
schemes to achieve the advantages of both microscopic and
macroscopic schemes. Gaskell and Lau [10] used the CBC
to remove spurious oscillations from QUICK and proposed
a SMART scheme that is monotonic. Similarly, Papadakis
and Bergeles [11] used CBC to blend SOU and FOU
schemes to form blended SOU scheme that is wrinkle free.
FOU, SOU and CD schemes were blended by Zhu and Rodi
[12], where the blend factor was evaluated based on CBC.
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The present study introduces two novel blended advection schemes that provide a non-oscillatory accurate solution without using CBC. These schemes are tested against
the pure advection test cases involving a single shock and
triple oblique shocks and translation of a circle. The present
study also demonstrates the spectral analysis for the stability and accuracy of these schemes. Moreover, the new
blended schemes are also tested for their accuracy by
applying them to a lid driven cavity and one-dimensional
dam break problems and the results demonstrated by them
are compared to their constituent higher-order schemes.
The structure of the article is as follows. The equations
governing the ﬂuid ﬂow and introduction of the new
blended schemes are provided in Section 2. The spectral
analysis of the new schemes is discussed in Section 3. The
application of the blended schemes to pure advection test
cases and their results are demonstrated in Section 4. Furthermore, the results of these schemes when applied to
shallow water equations and lid driven cavity problem are
discussed in Section 5. The concluding remarks about the
present study are made in Section 7.

2. Numerical methodology
The general form of transport equation in its dimensional
form for a scalar / in Cartesian system can be expressed as
ZZ
ZZZ
ZZ 
oq/
!  ~
~¼
d8þ
ðqu/Þ:dA
Cr / :dA
þ S /i
C8 ot
CS
CS
ð1Þ
where the terms S/i , u and C describe the source term,
velocity and diffusion coefﬁcient, respectively. The scalar
/ evolves in time (t) inside a computational cell of volume
~ as a result of ﬂux exchange across
d8 and surface area dA
control volume C8 and control surface CS.
The discretization of Eq. (1) can be performed using
forward Euler time marching as demonstrated in Eq. (2):
ðq/Þinþ1 ¼ ðq/Þni 

Dt X
~f þ F/
ðqu/Þnf :A
D8 f ¼nb

ð2Þ

2.1 Blended advection schemes
The evaluation of a scalar (/f ) at the centroid of cell faces
is important for having accurate estimate of /inþ1 as is
evident from Eq. (2). The cell nomenclature used for the
presented study is depicted in ﬁgure 1.
The ﬁrst blended advection scheme (BS1 ) that we introduce here is based on the two second-order advection
schemes that approximate the scalar value at i þ 1=2 as
follows:
/ þ /i
/iþ1=2 ¼ iþ1
;
2
/iþ1=2 ¼/i þ

/iþ1  /i1
:
4

ð5Þ

Thus, Eq. (4) represents the CD scheme (CD2 ) that ﬁts a
symmetric linear proﬁle between ði  1Þth and ði þ 1Þth
cells [13]. On the other hand, Eq. (5) denotes the Fromm’s
scheme (Fr) [14], which ﬁts an asymmetric (upwind biased)
linear proﬁle between ði  1Þth and ði þ 1Þth cells. Here, the
CD2 scheme is prone to the spurious oscillations and thus
blending technique is used to minimize these oscillations
by utilizing the stabilizing properties of Fr scheme.
Therefore, we introduce the new blended scheme using the
Fromm’s and CD2 scheme as
BS1 : /iþ1=2 ¼ wð/CD2 Þiþ1=2 þ ð1  wÞð/Fr Þiþ1=2

ð6Þ

such that w is a blending factor that lies between 0 and 1.
Here the Fromm’s and CD2 schemes are used for blending
due to their complementing spectral properties, which will
be discussed further.
Similar to the BS1 scheme, the second blended
scheme (BS2 ) is developed based on the blending of two
advection schemes. Hence, BS2 makes use of third-order
accurate QUICK [15] scheme and Fr scheme in its formulation. The approximation of the scalar value at the face
made by the QUICK scheme is given by Eq. (7) and
assumes a parabolic reconstruction proﬁle between the cells
i  1, i and i þ 1:

where term F/ represents the discretized form of the right
hand side of Eq. (1) such that
X
~f þ S/ 8Dt:
F/ ¼ Dt
ðCr/Þnf :A
ð3Þ
f ¼nb

The subscript f denotes the integration point at the centroid
of bounding cell faces (nb), whereas i denotes the cell index
under consideration. The temporal discretization is explicit
as the new information (/nþ1 ) depends on the previous time
step information denoted by superscript n.

ð4Þ

Figure 1. Computational cell nomenclature.
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The QUICK scheme is known to produce spurious oscillations in its solution [16] and thus the BS2 scheme considered in the present study dampens it with the Fr
scheme as
BS2 : /iþ1=2 ¼ wð/QUICK Þiþ1=2 þ ð1  wÞð/Fr Þiþ1=2 : ð8Þ
The blending factor w switches between the higher-order
scheme and the bounding scheme. The present study adopts
the constant blending factor of 0.9, which allows the present blended schemes to achieve balance between
monotonoicity and accuracy. This blend factor can be
varied according to the problems in hand and the accuracy
required by them. The blending factor can also be made
locally adaptive based on the local formulations [11][7][1],
which will transform the present schemes to hybrid difference schemes. Hence, the present study is kept constrained to a constant blend factor to understand the
blended schemes and their behaviour better.
The ﬂux at the cell faces, for a one-dimensional advection equation (Eq. 2 with F/ ¼ 0) can be evaluated using
these blended schemes as
/nþ1
¼ /ni 
i

Dt  n
~iþ1=2  ðu /Þn :A
~
½ðu /Þiþ1=2 :A
i1=2 i1=2 :
D8
ð9Þ

Here, the ﬁrst and second terms in the square bracket of
Eq. (9) represent the face ﬂuxes at the corresponding faces
of a cell i. The left face values of the scalar (/i1=2 ) can be
evaluated similar to Eqs. (6) and (8).
All the higher-order schemes considered here demonstrate dispersion and dissipation errors when used in their
original form. Thus, we combine the solution of two
schemes to preserve the monotonicity and accuracy as
depicted from Eqs. (6) and (8). As observed from these
equations, Fromm’s scheme is used as the secondary
(bounding) scheme as it is known to demonstrate better
dispersion error reducing ability [14].
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þ
¼ 0 ; jxj\1 and t [ 0:
ot
ox

ð10Þ

~; tÞ
Hence, the space–time-dependent scalar function /ðx
can be described using the Laplace–Fourier transform as
ZZ
ð11Þ
/ðx; tÞ ¼
Uðx; kÞeiðkxxtÞ dxdk
where x and k denote the circular frequency and wave
number, respectively. Thus, analytically the spatial
derivative of this function can be written as,
ZZ
o/
ð12Þ
¼
ikeq Uðx; kÞeiðkxxtÞ dxdk
ox
such that the term keq is the equivalent wave number, which
is different for every individual discretization scheme.
Hence, for the CD2 scheme the spatial derivative of the
scalar function is deﬁned by Eq. (13) such that x ¼ mDx.

ZZ
o/
eikðmþ1ÞDx  eikðm1ÞDx ixt
e dxdk
¼
Uðx; kÞ

ox CD2
2Dx
ZZ
sinðkDxÞ iðkxxtÞ
Ue
¼
i
dxdk
Dx
ð13Þ
Therefore, by comparing Eq. (13) with Eq. (12) the
equivalent wave number (keq jCD2 ) for the CD2 scheme is
deﬁned as

keq CD2 Dx ¼ sinðkDxÞ:
ð14Þ
Since keq is complex, the real part of the equivalent wave
number (Reðkeq Þ) provides information about the accuracy
of a scheme. Therefore, Reðkeq Þ for the other schemes
involved in the present study is deﬁned as follows:

3
1
ð15Þ
Reðkeq ÞFr Dx ¼ sinðkDxÞ  sinð2kDxÞ
2
4



3w
1w

Reðkeq Þ BS1 Dx ¼
sinð2kDxÞ
sinðkDxÞ 
2
4
ð16Þ

3. Spectral analysis of blended schemes
In this section the approximate dispersion relation for the
schemes involved in the present study is established. This
dispersion relation will provide the theoretical framework
that predicts the dissipation (smearing) and dispersion
(oscillations) properties of the given scheme. The spectral
analysis develops the solution of a linear advection equation (Eq. 10) with constant velocity inside a periodical
domain. This solution is analysed in Fourier space to obtain
the spectral properties of the advection schemes, which are
used for approximating the advection equation.


5
1
Reðkeq ÞQUICK Dx ¼ sinðkDxÞ  sinð2kDxÞ
4
8

ð17Þ


3w
2w
Reðkeq ÞBS2 Dx ¼
sinðkDxÞ 
sinð2kDxÞ:
4
8
ð18Þ
The imaginary part Imðkeq Þ of the equivalent wave number
(keq ) is vital in obtaining insights into dissipative errors that
the schemes posses at certain wave numbers. Thus, Imðkeq Þ
for the schemes under consideration is represented as
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3
1
ð19Þ
Imðkeq ÞFr Dx ¼  cosðkDxÞ  cosð2kDxÞ
4
4



1w
cosðkDxÞ

þ cosð2kDxÞÞ
Imðkeq Þ BS1 Dx ¼
ð3 
4
4
ð20Þ

3 cosðkDxÞ 1
þ cosð2kDxÞ
Imðkeq ÞQUICK Dx ¼ 
8
2
8

ð21Þ


2w
ð3  4 cosðkDxÞ þ cosð2kDxÞÞ:
Imðkeq ÞBS2 Dx ¼
8
ð22Þ
ﬁgure 2 demonstrates the behaviour of real and imaginary
components of keq for different schemes under consideration. ﬁgure 2(a) demonstrates phase speed or dispersion
properties associated with the discretization schemes,
whereas ﬁgure 2(b) provides information on the dissipation
errors of the schemes. The solid diagonal line in ﬁgure 2(a)
denotes the ideal result when exact differentiation is performed. It is observed that Fromm’s scheme demonstrates
better spectral accuracy than other schemes but it has to be
noted that its imaginary component as in ﬁgure 2(b) shows
higher growth in keq . This growth represents the diffusive
errors associated with it, which provides it with the
monotonic solution. Moreover both the blended schemes,
which contain Fr as their secondary scheme, achieve the
balance between an exact differential solution and low
dissipation. Their monotonous behaviour is due to the
dissipation shown by both blended schemes, which helps
them to obtain bounded solution. On the other hand, both
BS1 and BS2 demonstrate better spectral accuracy as compared with their primary higher-order schemes such as CD2
and QUICK, respectively. Furthermore, amongst these

blended schemes, BS2 demonstrates greater dissipation than
BS1 and thus looses the sharpness while capturing the
shock.
The numerical stability of a numerical scheme is estimated based on the ampliﬁcation factor GðkÞ ¼ Unþ1 =Un ,
which is the ratio of the new to previous time step values.
Therefore, to estimate the stability time (superscript n) and
space dependence of the scalar /, they are separated as
Z
/ ¼ Un ðkÞeikx dk:
ð23Þ
To estimate the stability of the CD2 scheme, use the deﬁnition of / given by Eq. (23) in Eq. (10). Thus, the
ampliﬁcation factor GjCD2 for the CD2 scheme is deﬁned as
GjCD2 ¼ 1  iCo sinðkDxÞ

ð24Þ

where Co denotes the Courant number. Hence it is observed
that jGCD2 j  1, which makes CD2 unstable for most wave
numbers. Thus it is important to identify the exact ampliﬁcation factor for all wave numbers to estimate the stability. Hence the present study considers the deﬁnition
provided by Lele [17] as
G  1  ixDt
G  1  iCokeq Dx

ð25Þ

where x ¼ ckeq , such that c is the phase speed of the
solution. Therefore, utilizing Eq. (25), ﬁgure 3 demonstrates the |G| value comparison of the BS1 scheme with its
original counterparts based on the magnitude of ampliﬁcation factor estimated at different Courant conditions.
It is observed from ﬁgure 3 that CD2 appears unstable for
all wave numbers, but this growth in ampliﬁcation factor is

Figure 2. Spectral resolution of the schemes showing a) real and b) imaginary components of keq .
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4. Pure advection test cases

Figure 3. Stability of BS1 scheme estimated for different
Courant conditions.

more due to the Euler time marching (higher-order time
marching will achieve more stable solution) than the spatial
discretization. Thus, here the comparison based on the |G|
values will be more reasonable. Hence, it can be observed
that the ampliﬁcation factor decreases at lower Co values.
The blended scheme BS1 reduces the maximum ampliﬁcation of CD2 , that is BS1 is more stable than CD2 at lower
wave numbers. At Co ¼ 0:001, BS1 scheme achieves the
stable solution for the majority of the wave numbers.
Likewise, stability of the BS2 scheme is demonstrated in
ﬁgure 4. It is observed that BS2 has stricter stability constraint than the QUICK scheme. Also, the comparison
between the ampliﬁcations for BS1 and BS2 schemes shows
that BS1 is more stable than BS2 .

Figure 4. Stability of BS2 scheme estimated for different
Courant conditions.

In this section the proposed blended schemes are compared
to their constituent higher-order schemes based on the pure
advection test cases. These pure advection test problems
involve single oblique shock, triple oblique shocks and
translation of scalar /, which is governed by two-dimensional advection equation. The domain set-up and its
boundary conditions for single and triple oblique shocks
generated parallel to the diagonal of a domain are shown in
ﬁgure 5.
The scalar with magnitude of 0 and 1 enters the domain
from its adjacent boundaries at unit velocity as shown in
ﬁgure 5. The numerical diffusion occurring near the
vicinity of oblique shocks is due to the cross-stream ﬂux
diffusion [18]. This cross-stream diffusion is due to the
local one-dimensional proﬁle assumed by the advection
schemes, which has to be two-dimensional. Although such
cross-steam diffusion can be minimized by assuming
higher-degree polynomial reconstruction, it breaks the linearity of advection schemes and creates dispersion errors at
the discontinuity. The present section reports the results
obtained for the blended schemes when applied to the
single- and triple-shock problem.
Figure 6 demonstrates the comparison between blended
schemes and the original higher-order schemes for singleshock problem. It can be observed from ﬁgure 6 that both
BS1 and BS2 preserve monotonicity of the solution as
compared to the other higher-order schemes. The BS1
scheme as observed in ﬁgure 6(a) performs equivalent to
the SOU scheme without demonstrating any form of dispersion error even at high blending amount of w ¼ 0:9.
Therefore, it is evident that even though CD2 resolves the
shock effectively, it is prone to dispersion errors. These
errors are dampened by the dissipation property of the Fr
scheme, which results in a monotonous BS1 scheme. On the
other hand, while the BS2 scheme cannot resolve the discontinuity as effectively as the QUICK scheme, it is nevertheless able to maintain the bounds of a solution.
Moreover, it performs better than other blended schemes
formed by adding FOU to QUICK [19]. The blended
scheme formed from FOU and QUICK scheme cannot use
w [ 0:6 as the solution does not remain monotonic beyond
it. Furthermore, the BS1 scheme proves to have higher
resolution as compared with the BS2 scheme due to
excessive down-winding in its formulation that sharpens
the scalar discontinuity. Figure 6 also depicts the comparison of FOU-based blended schemes (w ¼ 0:9), which also
demonstrate monotonous behaviour but provide lower
accuracy as compared with the Fr-based schemes. This is
due to the dissipative errors associated with the FOU
scheme.
Figure 7 demonstrates the shock resolution capabilities
of the blended schemes and their comparison with the
higher-order schemes for triple-shock problem. Similar
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Figure 5. The domain set-up and boundary conditions for a) a single oblique shock and b) tripe oblique shocks.

Figure 6. Scalar values along line y ¼ 0:5 for single-shock problem comparing a) second-order schemes with BS1 and b) third-order
scheme with BS2 (with blended FOU [19]).

observations as in ﬁgure 6 are made here that both the
blended schemes are monotonic and have the ability to
resolve the shock effectively. In addition, other FOU-based
blended schemes are also compared in the present problem
with proposed Fr-based schemes in ﬁgure 7. Similar to
ﬁgure 6 it is observed that even though the blended schemes
formed from FOU are monotonic, they are more dissipative
than Fr-based schemes.
The L1 error associated with BS1 and BS2 schemes is
evaluated based on the actual scalar magnitude along the
shock for different mesh resolutions using Eq. (26).
Moreover, the order of accuracy (p) for the blended
schemes when applied to single- and triple-shock problems

is quantiﬁed in tables 1 and 2, respectively, using Eq. (27).
Here, the terms h and r denote the grid size and grid size
ratio, respectively. Thus, order of accuracy results suggest
that both schemes demonstrate accuracy better than the
second-order accurate solutions.
L1 ¼


N 
X
 predicted

 /exact
/i

i

ð26Þ

i¼1

p¼

lnðL1ð2hÞ =L1ðhÞ Þ
:
lnðrÞ

ð27Þ

To assert the robustness of the proposed schemes,
another test case involving the translation of circle inside a
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Table 2. Convergence rate based on L1 error for the triple-shock
problem.
L1 error
Grid size
2525
5050
100100
200200

BS1
7.17106
1.55106
3.02107
5.61108

Order
BS2

7.43106
1.60106
3.26107
6.13108

BS1
–
2.20
2.35
2.43

BS2
–
2.21
2.29
2.39

schemes such as FOU þ QUICK and FOU þ CD2 . It is
observed that the QUICK and CD2 (blue) are unable to
advect the circle accurately owing to their dispersive nature. On the other hand, all the other blended schemes
(black) satisfactorily advect the circle without distorting its
initial shape. Moreover, based on the spreading of the three
contour levels, i.e. 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 (black), it is observed
that the FOU-based blended schemes diffuse the interface
of the circle more as compared with proposed Fr-based
schemes.

5. Lid driven cavity test case

Figure 7. Scalar values along line y ¼ 0:5 for triple-shock
problem comparing a) second-order schemes with BS1 and b)
third-order scheme with BS2 .

Table 1. Convergence rate based on L1 error for the single-shock
problem.
L1 error
Grid size
2525
5050
100100
200200

BS1

Order
BS2

5

1.3710
2.46106
4.40107
7.80108

5

1.1910
2.10106
3.77107
6..71108

BS1
–
2.47
2.48
2.59

BS2
–
2.50
2.47
2.49

unit square domain is performed. Here, the circle of radius
0.15 initially at (0.25, 0.25) is advected by u ¼ 1 and v ¼ 1
velocities for t ¼ 0:3 at dt ¼ 0:001. Figure 8 demonstrates
the results obtained after translation of the circle using the
proposed blended schemes and other FOU-based blended

In this section the lid driven cavity problem is simulated to
test the accuracy of the proposed blended schemes.
Therefore, for the present case, Navier–Stokes equations
are solved, for which the scalar / in Eq. (1) becomes uvelocity and v-velocity in x (j ¼ 1) and y (j ¼ 2) directions,
respectively, whereas the source S/i becomes the pressure
gradient in x and y directions.
This set of equations is solved using semi-explicit formulation where velocity is obtained explicitly, whereas
pressure is evaluated implicitly. The temporal discretization
is based on the Runge–Kutta second-order (RK2) method
with time step Dt ¼ 103 , whereas the spatial discretization
for convective terms is based on present blended schemes
(BS1 and BS2 ). The spatial discretization of diffusion terms
is performed using second-order CD method. Moreover, the
pressure Poisson equation is solved using bi-conjugate
gradient stabilized (Bi-CGSTAB) method [20] with the
residual of 1  108 .
The solution of the present problem evolves within the
unit square domain as depicted in ﬁgure 9. The top edge of
the domain is provided with the positive velocity in x
direction to produce the vortical structures inside the
domain, while the other edges are treated as the wall. The
domain is discretized using the grid resolution of 2762 . The
present problem is scaled using the domain length (L ¼ 1).
Thus Reynolds number (Re) for the problem in hand is
deﬁned as qUL=C where q represents the density of a ﬂuid
while U denotes characteristic velocity, which is unity here.
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Figure 8. Contours of the translated circle (black) for a) BS2 , b) BS1 , c) FOU þ CD2 and d) FOU þ QUICK with initial position being
represented by red. The outer, middle and innermost circles denote the contour values of 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25, respectively. Blue contours
in (a) and (b) represent results for QUICK and CD2 , respectively.

Figure 10 demonstrates the vortical structures captured
by the BS1 and BS2 schemes for Re ¼ 1000 case using
w ¼ 0:9. It is observed that both the schemes are capable of
accurately resolving primary vortex, left eddy, and ﬁrst and
second bottom right eddies (BR1 and BR2 ). The position
and magnitudes of these vortices agree well with the results
presented by Ghia et al [21]. Moreover it is important to
mention here that the present schemes resolve the BR2 eddy
accurately, which cannot be done using dissipative
schemes. Furthermore, the case with Re ¼ 5000 where the
dominant advection terms govern the ﬂow ﬁeld is demonstrated in ﬁgure 11. It is observed that the Re value
increases as a new eddy is formed at the top left (TL)
corner, which becomes aligned to the left wall due to the

forcing of the primary vortex. Moreover, the BR1 eddy is
shifted towards the x ¼ 0:5 line with increasing intensity of
BR2 eddy. The position and intensity of these eddies are in
agreement with Ghia et al [21] and AbdelMigid et al [22],
which conﬁrms the accuracy of the blended schemes.
The quantitative comparison of velocity proﬁles between
the results obtained from the proposed blended schemes
and the previous literature [21, 23] is demonstrated in ﬁgure 12 and ﬁgure 13. We can see from ﬁgure 12 that the
CD2 scheme cannot capture the velocity proﬁles accurately
due its dispersion errors. However, when it is blended with
the Fr scheme it is observed that the resulting BS1
scheme can accurately capture the proﬁle as the dispersion
errors shown by the CD2 scheme are dampened by the Fr

Sådhanå (2021)46:70
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Figure 9. Domain set-up and boundary conditions for lid driven
cavity problem.

Figure 11. Streamlines for Re ¼ 5000 case using a) BS1 and b)
BS2 schemes.

scheme provides a monotonic solution using the Fr and the
QUICK schemes, which is effective in accurately predicting the velocity proﬁles.
The order of convergence study of the blended schemes
is carried out using Eq. (27) and is based on the Cartesian
coordinates that deﬁne the position of a primary vortex that
is developed in the Re ¼ 1000 case. The present study
compares this position of the primary vortex to the reference coordinates of Ghia et al [21]. This study is carried out
using the grid size ratio (r) of 2 and its results for the BS1
and BS2 schemes are demonstrated for both coordinate
positions in tables 3 and 4, respectively. It is observed from
the results that both the blended schemes provide the
solutions that are better than second order of accuracy.
Figure 10. Streamlines for Re ¼ 1000 case using a) BS1 and b)
BS2 schemes.

6. One-dimensional dam break problem

scheme. On the other hand, it is seen from ﬁgure 13 that the
pure form of QUICK cannot resolve the velocity proﬁle due
to its non-physical oscillations in its solution. Thus the BS2

The one-dimensional (1D) dam break problem is simulated
using shallow water equations to demonstrate shock-capturing capabilities of the proposed blended schemes. The
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Figure 12. Velocity proﬁles of a) u-velocity along x ¼ 0:5 and b) v-velocity along y ¼ 0:5. The BS1 scheme is compared with results
from Ghia et al [21] and Kalita and Gupta [23].

Figure 13. Velocity proﬁles of a) u-velocity along x ¼ 0:5 and b) v-velocity along y ¼ 0:5. The BS2 scheme is compared with results
from Ghia et al [21] and Kalita and Gupta [23].

Table 3. Convergence rate based on L1 error associated with
primary vortex position for Re ¼ 1000 using the BS1 scheme.
L1 error
Grid size
6969
138 138
276 276

x
1.9522102
4.6889103
9.53295104

Table 4. Convergence rate based on L1 error associated with
primary vortex position for Re ¼ 1000 using the BS2 scheme.

Order
y

1.8296102
4.6812103
1.0133103

L1 error

x

y

Grid size

–
2.05
2.29

–
1.96
2.20

6969
138138
276276

x
1.5944102
4.1363103
7.3448104

Order
y

9.3581103
2.5482103
4.5045104

x

y

–
1.94
2.49

–
1.87
2.50
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Figure 14. Comparison of analytical results [24] for a) water height (h) and b) velocity (u) along the domain length with the BS1
scheme and CD2 at t ¼ 0:2.

Figure 15. Comparison of analytical results [24] for a) water height (h) and b) velocity (u) along the domain length with the BS2
scheme and QUICK at t ¼ 0:2.

ﬂow is governed by Eqs. (28) and (29). Here, h and u
represent the water height and velocity in x-direction,
respectively, and g denotes the acceleration due to gravity:
oh oðhuÞ
þ
¼0
ot
ox

ð28Þ

oðhuÞ oðhu2 Þ 1 oðh2 Þ
þ
þ g
¼ 0:
ot
ox
2 ox

ð29Þ

In a [0:1] domain, initially, a stationary ﬂuid has the water
height (h) as


h¼

1
0:1

x 6 1=2;
1=2\x:

ð30Þ

Analytical solution for the present test case was derived by
Stoker [24], which consists of a backward-propagating
rarefaction and a forward-moving shock wave. These analytical results are compared with the results of the proposed
schemes in ﬁgure 14 and ﬁgure 15. It is observed that the
CD2 and QUICK schemes suffer dispersion error while
capturing the shocks, whereas the blended schemes provide
the monotonic solution.
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7. Conclusions
The present study introduces a blending formulation based
on Fromm’s scheme, where two new blended advection
schemes are introduced. These schemes are compared to
their higher-order scheme components and other blended
schemes on the basis of pure advection test cases. Furthermore, spectral analyses of these blended schemes are
performed to estimate their stability and accuracy. The
blended schemes are further tested for their accuracy over a
lid driven cavity and one-dimensional dam break problems.
The results demonstrate that the dispersion error associated with both the CD2 and QUICK schemes can be
effectively dampened by blending them with the Fromm
scheme. The spectral analysis has shown that unlike CD2
and QUICK, the blended schemes are accurate even at high
wave numbers and preserve their boundedness by utilizing
the dissipative properties of the Fr scheme. Furthermore,
the stabilities of the blended schemes are found to exist
between the stability region of the Fr and other higherorder schemes. The application of these blended schemes to
the ﬂow problems, such as, pure advection, lid driven
cavity and one-dimensional dam break demonstrates that
the proposed blended schemes are capable of resolving the
ﬂow features accurately when compared to the higher-order
schemes from which they are developed. Moreover, these
schemes provide solutions that are better than second-order
accurate solutions.
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